Issue 201, 8 July 2013

No guts no glory
The good news is that we're all living longer. The bad news is that we're all living longer and will need
more money to live on in retirement. It looks like we might have to get a little bit more risky than we
once thought when it comes to our investments.
Also on that asset allocation theme, in today's Switzer Super Report, Barrie Dunstan compares the
typical allocation of an SMSF to what the big super guns are doing. Kimber Capitals' Greg Fraser
examines Fortescue Metals, and explains the good news story going on there, and Tony Negline looks
at the new system for excess super contributions.
I also hope you enjoyed our inaugural Saturday morning report. I'd love to hear your feedback
subscriber@switzer.com.au
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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How to beat yourself
by Peter Switzer
Last week I got to thinking about sensible investing
when conditions are really ‘iffy’ and as I thought
about it, I realised that in most short-term stock
market situations there are always Rumsfeldian
moments, which explain why there is a seller when
someone wants to be a buyer.

Historically, I would have argued younger people can
afford to be fully invested as there would be plenty of
cycles to get your money back from a crash. Known
knowns tell us that stock markets gain in seven out of
10 years. Also, they tell us a market will pass its old
high before crashing again.

Last week, the European Central Bank president,
Mario Draghi, was accused of being “semi-rude” to a
well-known business reporter at a conference last
week. It followed Draghi’s announcement that
European interest rates would be kept “at present or
lower levels for an extended period of time.” It came
as the new Bank of England boss implied the same
thing and stocks spiked big time as a consequence.

Of course, history can change a rule of thumb or
known known, but in the world of investing you have
to have some basic rules that have stood the test of
time.

The FTSE in fact was up 3.1%, which was the best
gain in 20 months. European bourses had smaller but
still big gains as well. However, some economists
were negative on him giving forward guidance on
rates, on the basis that he is virtually saying “we’ve
tried everything and so we have to stick to low rates.”

Let’s face it, if we had $5 million in our SMSFs and
we only needed $250,000 a year to be happy, then
we could invest our money in a term deposit at 5%
and sleep well at nights but this is hypothetical.
Longevity risk
Last week I did a speech with Bernard Salt, the
KPMG demographer, and as it happens I met the
CEO of the Actuaries Institute, Melinda Howes and
both were emphasizing how long we are living.

Unknown unknowns
That was the incident that got me thinking about the
old US Secretary of Defence, Donald Rumsfeld. This
is what he said: “There are known knowns. These
are things we know that we know. There are known
unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we
know we don’t know. But there are also unknown
unknowns. There are things we don’t know we don’t
know.”
A lot of people laughed at his logic but I think there
are lots of unknown unknowns in the world of
investing and it’s why sometimes you have to be
cautious. It’s why you would not be heavily invested
in stocks if you couldn’t afford to ride out a crash of a
2007-2009 kind.

Howes said if you make 65 there’s a good chance
you will make 100 and the actuaries have a paper to
prove it. Even if this is a stretch, the new known
known is that many of us will outlive our super if we
play the ‘too cautious’ game.
When I got into financial planning, 60-year olds were
supposed to be investing conservatively but life
expectancy was less than the low 80s. This is what
we are telling clients now, but if Salt and Howes are
right, we will be pushing up these figures over the
next few years!
The great known unknown is that you will die but you
don’t know when and it gets more complicated when
you throw in your partner. These unknowns make the
unknown unknowns that the stock market brings with
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it even more challenging, when it looks like we have
to take on more risk with our investments, because
‘unluckily’ it looks like we are going to live longer!

constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The big plan
So, what’s my response to these unknowns? First is
to have a plan to keep wealth growing for as long as I
can. So, my stocks will be dividend payers, as half
the historical return on stocks – which is about 10%
per annum over a 10-year period – are from
dividends. Second, I have an attitude to buy when
share prices of great companies fall substantially, or
as Roger Montgomery argues, when the intrinsic
value of the company is greater than the share price.
Third, I keep a cash-buffer for those times when the
dividend flow does not pay what I want to live on.
Fourth, I could be diversified but I am mindful that
Warren Buffett has said “diversification is for wimps”!
I believe as we get into the retirement zone we should
add ‘wimpishness’ to our investing but we don’t go
too long on it until our age-wealth relationship tells us
we can. Fifth, it means you might need external eyes
occasionally to ensure you are investing wisely, given
this age-wealth equation, which is changing as we
become longer-living.
If you have this attitude and plan, then crashes, which
show up every seven to 10 years, become less of a
freak-out experience and more of a chance to buy
good companies at low prices, which eventually
pushes up the yield you’re living on.
It takes guts but as the old saying goes – no guts no
glory!
One final point, many who follow the above plan
might keep 5 to 10% of their portfolio free for playing
the market – speculating on miners, picking out small
caps with real potential, etc. This can add some alpha
or spice to your investment life but remember, it is for
those who like a bit of risk and/or who think time is on
their side!
That said, banks look good value at these levels for
dividend chasers and even speculators.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
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Stock in focus – Why Fortescue Metals is a buy
by Greg Fraser
It is simply nonsense to say that the mining boom has
ended, when Australia’s three largest iron ore
producers, Fortescue among them, are shipping
record tonnages every year.
It is arguably more accurate to say that the
investment boom is tailing off and the production
boom is really getting underway.
Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) is budgeting for
production of 133 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) in
FY14 and will reach its headline target of 155mtpa by
December 2014.
With a Pilbara land holding that contains 15.6 billion
tonnes of resource and 2.2 billion tonnes of reserves,
FMG has more ore than it can shake a stick at.
Cost conscious

For some time, the biggest issue for investors has
been FMG’s progress towards reducing its
considerable pile of debt that has been used to
construct the business.

Importantly, the company’s cash operating costs are
at the very low end of the global scale. This does not
happen automatically, and the company is
demonstrating its capability in this facet by further
reducing its costs this year towards US$38 to US$40
per wmt (wet metric tonne). Don’t be surprised to see
this number continue to trickle down as the company
improves its operational efficiency.

As at 31 December 2012, FMG had gross debt of
US$12.7 billion, and with cash of approximately
US$2billion, its net debt of US$10.7billion was
roughly 2.6 time its shareholders’ equity. Net debt to
operating earnings (EBITDA) as at the end of the
financial year (30 June 2013) could be around 3.3
times and its interest cover ratio at about 4.0 times.

Indeed, despite the very highly publicised decline in
iron ore spot prices over the last year as Asian
demand (particularly from China) eases back from
break neck speed, miners with scale and efficiency
will continue to make very good money for investors.

At first glance, those metrics appear fairly daunting,
but the next couple of years for FMG, financially
speaking, will look quite dramatic. Its operating cash
flow will increase almost as quickly as its capital
expenditure reduces.

As the company says, the combination of strong
production performance, lower costs and declining
capital expenditure, will boost FMG’s cash balance
towards US$1.7billion – US$2.0 billion for the last
financial year.

The corollary is that FMG’s cash will also increase,
allowing the company to comfortably repay its debt
without any major asset sales.
On this point it should be noted that FMG has no debt
repayments due until November 2015 with its peak
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year of repayments in 2017. The company’s debt is
structured so that it can voluntarily make early
repayments.
Capacity constraints
Of course, FMG has been investigating a partial sale
of its port and rail infrastructure that is housed in its
fully-owned subsidiary aptly named, The Pilbara
Infrastructure Pty Ltd or ‘TPI’.
TPI includes FMG’s extensive rail network
connecting its 700km of railways from its mining hubs
to its shipping facilities at Herb Elliot Port in Port
Hedland.
It is well known that FMG is considering selling up to
40% of TPI and negotiations with interested parties
are likely to conclude a deal by September this year.
The terms and price of any such deal will be critical
for how the market will perceive the deal because of
its strategic importance.
FMG built the rail and port infrastructure to
accommodate its expansion to 155mtpa of iron ore.
TPI is therefore viewed by FMG as currently
configured to only carry iron ore from its operations
and not any third party volume.
This is where the story starts to become a little more
complex, as there are several so-called junior iron ore
mining companies in the Pilbara. Each has its own
iron ore resources but lacks the infrastructure to get it
to market. As BHP and RIO have locked up their
infrastructure, preventing third party access, only
FMG has any rail infrastructure of any significance,
making it a prime target for the juniors who cannot
afford to build their own.

It is not clear yet how this will play out, but FMG
appears to be in a very strong position to negotiate
excellent terms for the partial sale of TPI. In
exchange for the sale of a big proportion of TPI, FMG
will need to achieve an appropriate access price for
its own volumes.
If and when FMG achieves a transaction in TPI, it will
have a very large amount of money to pay down its
debt even more rapidly. Rough estimates value each
10% of TPI at $1 billion.
The apparent slowdown in Chinese economic growth
towards 7.5% has crimped commodity prices of key
raw materials like iron ore, which is used to make
crude steel. But China and other developing nations
still need vast amounts of steel to urbanise and
modernise their economies, ensuring robust demand
for iron ore for many years to come.
The declining Australian dollar also considerably
helps exporters such as FMG.
The TPI transaction could be a pivotal event for FMG.
Notwithstanding the details of the deal, it should
unshackle FMG from the naysayers who have
criticised its financial position thus far.
The way things are shaping up for Fortescue, we
think it is an excellent buy at the current share price.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Brockman Mining, for example, has attempted such
access and FMG has firmly rejected the proposal on
the grounds that it is using all the current capacity
and there is none available for Brockman.
The issue becomes more convoluted as transport
specialists such as Aurizon (AZJ) and Pacific National
(part of Asciano – AIO) seek to establish rail
operations in the Pilbara themselves.
Sale opportunities
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The SMSFs versus the big guns
by Barrie Dunstan
As they review their very successful 2012-13 year
investment performance, SMSF trustees might spend
some time contemplating how they achieved their
returns – and how they might repeat them in the
current year. The reason: SMSFs still have what
seems like an over-weight to cash and term deposits,
which could become a handicap if short-term rates
continue to sink.
A numbers game
Based on the last ATO numbers, SMSFs have 29.5%
to 30.4% in cash, term deposits, debt securities and
loans (the range represents the two numbers the
ATO gives for funds in the accumulation and pension
stages respectively). This contrasts with levels of
cash and fixed interest of 20% or less held by
industry and retail funds in their normal default fund.
In addition, the average SMSF appears to be heavily
underweight overseas shares and substantially
underweight in total share holdings, compared with
the typical institutional competitor. The ATO figures
give total share holdings of 30.8% for accumulation
funds and 35.5% for pension funds with only 0.3% in
overseas equities.
In contrast, the largest industry fund, AustralianSuper,
has a total of 52% in shares (including 23%
overseas) in its default fund, while the CBA-owned
Colonial First State fund is running at a total of about
67% (with just under 30% overseas) for those
choosing a “growth” option.
When direct property holdings are included,
AustralianSuper is running on about 64% total equity
and CFS on an aggressive 80% in growth assets. By
contrast, SMSFs are running just under 50% in total
equities, including property holdings: accumulation
funds hold 18% and pension funds a lower 12.3%.
(Unless recent spruiking has resulted in a spike in

property investments, these levels do not appear
abnormal.)
Consider all options
But, the total figures suggest SMSFs are
under-weight equities at a time when opinion
generally favours them over fixed interest markets
that are now meeting head winds from rising
longer-term rates. And in a scenario, for instance,
where the $A stays weaker, share returns from
overseas markets (especially the US) will be stronger,
given institutional super funds leave more shares
unhedged.
Of course, many SMSFs have deliberately kept a
strong home bias in their share portfolios with an eye
to perceived volatility in the currency and the
long-term under-performance of overseas shares in
local dollar terms. The big question is whether we
now face a reversal of this accepted wisdom.
The other asset allocation question is whether the
typical industry fund’s elevated holdings of “other
assets” – notably infrastructure and private equity –
will prove a useful defence against volatility, or
whether the tactics of retail funds’ slightly higher
property and fixed interest holdings will work.
SMSFs don’t have the direct investment option to
invest in infrastructure (and now institutions like the
Future Fund are buying up the limited listed
alternatives like Australian Infrastructure Fund!). In
addition, our infrastructure investments are now being
scooped up by overseas funds, like the large
Canadian pension funds. This situation is more than
just an annoyance to some SMSF trustees; it
represents a lack of long-term infrastructure
investment policy by Australia.
Industry fund pioneer Garry Weaven last week
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suggested there were tens of billions of dollars in the
super pool which could go into infrastructure – given
the right conditions. With about a third of total super
assets now in SMSFs, this de-institutionalising of the
investment money cries out for an accessible
investment vehicle.
An infrastructure bond offering secure, long-term
returns which, conceivably, could have an element of
inflation proofing should have wide appeal to many
SMSF trustees.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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ANZ capital notes – a hybrid worth considering?
by Paul Rickard
ANZ is the latest borrower to tap the hybrid securities
market, with an issue of $750 million of ANZ Capital
Notes.
Structurally, the issue is similar to other recent
raisings in the hybrid market from the major banks –
Commonwealth Bank’s PERLS VI (ASX Code
CBAPC), Westpac Capital Notes (WBCPD), NAB
Convertible Preference Shares (NABPA) and
Macquarie Capital Notes (MQGPA). Like these
earlier issues, the funds ANZ is raising will qualify as
Additional Tier 1 capital.
Interestingly, the issue is a couple of years longer in
term – the expected mandatory conversion date is 10
years out (rather than seven or eight years), and the
issuer’s optional redemption date is eight years out
(rather than five or six years).
Distributions
ANZ Capital Notes will pay a floating rate distribution
half yearly, which is expected to be fully franked. The
distribution is set every six months at a fixed margin
over the 180-day bank bill rate, and then adjusted for
the company tax rate (to take into account the
franking credit benefits). The indicative margin for this
issue is in the range of 3.40% to 3.60%.
With the 180-day bank bill rate around 2.80%, this
implies a gross distribution rate of 6.20% per annum
for the first six months (2.80% plus 3.40%). The
actual distribution in cash, which is fully franked,
would then be 6.20% x (1 – Company Tax rate) =
6.20% x 0.70 = 4.34% per annum.
These notes are effectively a form of capital for the
ANZ, and the payment of any distribution is
absolutely discretionary and subject to no ‘payment
condition’ existing. If a distribution is not paid, it
doesn’t accrue and won’t subsequently be paid. To

protect note holders from this discretion being
misapplied, if a distribution is not paid, ANZ is then
restricted from paying a dividend on its ordinary
shares (‘dividend stopper’).
Conversion into ANZ shares
While these notes are perpetual and have no term,
ANZ must (subject to a test) convert the notes into
ordinary shares on 1 September 2023 (in about 10
years). If conversion occurs, holders are issued ANZ
ordinary shares at a 1% discount to the then weighted
average market price. The test for the conversion is
the price of ANZ ordinary shares at the time –
provided they are higher than approximately $15.60,
then the conversion occurs – otherwise, it is retested
on the next and subsequent distribution dates until
the test is met.
To qualify as Additional Tier 1 capital, there are two
further conversion triggers – a ‘common equity
capital trigger event’ and a ‘non-viability trigger
event’. Under these tests, the Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority (APRA) can require ANZ to
immediately convert the notes into ordinary shares if
ANZ’s capital ratio falls below 5.125% (the ratio was
8.20% as at 31/3/13), or if it believes ANZ needs an
injection of capital to remain viable. Due to a cap on
the maximum number of ordinary shares that are
issued upon conversion, a note holder could, under
these scenarios, receive less than $100 of ordinary
shares.
ANZ also has a “once” only call option on 1
September, 2021 (in about eight years), when it can
elect to redeem the notes by paying holders the face
value of $100 or converting the notes into ANZ
ordinary shares.
Details of the issue are as follows:
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The institutional book build on Tuesday will set the
final margin.
Our view
Questions over whether the US Federal Reserve may
taper their bond buying program has led to a
steepening of the yield curve and an increase in
wholesale credit margins (the margins banks and
others pay to borrow monies from offshore
institutions). Reflecting this, trading spreads on hybrid
issues in the secondary market on the ASX have also
increased. For example, the WBCPD and NABPA
issues, which were issued earlier this year and pay a
distribution margin of 3.2% per annum over the
90-day bank bill, are both now trading at a margin of
around 3.4%.
Compared to a term deposit, 6.2% per annum (gross)
on this security stacks up favourably to the best
current major bank six month term deposit rate of
3.75%, and the best other bank rate (UBank) of 4.4%.
So, if you are developing a portfolio of hybrid
securities and are prepared to take on the additional
risk of investing in hybrids, this issue may suit.
That said, if the final margin is set at the lower end of
3.4%, it is no real bargain compared to the secondary
market issues. With a further issue from Westpac
rumoured to be on the cards, and ANZ expected to
satisfy surplus demand in the primary offer, it is
unlikely that the issue will trade at much of a premium
(if any) when listed on the ASX.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Downer and Newcrest upgraded as Boart Longyear
gets slew of downgrades
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Last week, upgrade activity was spread across
sectors, with the regular litany of miners and related
companies increasingly diluted by infrastructure,
industrials and even consumer stocks. One of the big
drivers on the upgrade side of the ledger was again
the falling Aussie. This positive theme is increasingly
driving a significant level of upgrade/downgrade
activity that is unlikely to slow soon.
Of last week’s 10 recommendation downgrades,
three were garnered by Boart Longyear on a
disappointing guidance downgrade, while Regis
Recourses was slapped with two on the back of the
falling gold price.
In the good books
ARB Corp (ARP) was upgraded to Neutral from Sell
by Citi. The broker noted that since February, the
FY14 PE has dropped to 17 times from 20 times and
the share price has come off by around 8%. This was
enough, in conjunction with revised AUD
assumptions, to see Citi lift its recommendation, with
about 1% added to net profit forecasts going forward.
Credit Suisse upgraded Crown (CWN) to Neutral from
Underperform. Credit Suisse regards the prospect of
Crown Sydney as value neutral. The rating was
raised to Neutral from Underperform because of the
recent stock price weakness. The broker calculates a
Crown Sydney earnings/investment yield of 13.2%
and after-tax cash yield of 5.3%, acknowledging that
to achieve these rates, aggressive assumptions need
to be made. These include Crown Sydney capturing
$1 billion in player loss, contributing to a tripling of the
market in 10 years and selling $300 million worth in
apartments to bring down capital costs to $1.26 billion
from $1.46 billion. The other assumption is that
Crown does not cannibalise VIP revenue from its
other casinos.

Downer EDI (DOW) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Macquarie. Macquarie has refreshed
its outlook on Downer EDI, noting while the outlook is
still challenging, much of this is reflected in the
current share price. Guidance for FY14 is expected to
be flat and, assuming good cash flow, this should be
well received, in Macquarie’s view. Potential
catalysts include awards on Wheatstone and Ichthys
and a go-ahead on Roy Hill. Macquarie emphasised
that Downer has a relatively high level of recurring
earnings and has a well regarded electrical and
instrumentation business, which should stand it in
good stead.
Citi upgraded Leighton Holdings (LEI) to Neutral from
Sell. The broker noted the company has sold down its
Nextgen, Metronode and Infloplex telco assets by
70%, with the broker guessing $628 million was paid
by the Ontario Teachers’ Plan. Cash proceeds
should total around $500 million, which, in turn,
should pull down gearing by 10%. Otherwise, the deal
was expected to be 3.8% EPS dilutive. There weren’t
any changes to forecasts to speak of, given the
broker had already been pricing in the deal. With the
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share price off some 12% since the end of May, Citi
saw enough to upgrade.
Navitas (NVT) was upgraded to Neutral from Sell by
Citi. Second term Northern Hemisphere enrolments
were a bit softer than hoped for, with Canada and the
UK in line and the US falling short. The broker
trimmed its FY14 and beyond earnings a little, but
that was the extent of it. Citi continued to feel
confident, noting FY14 earnings are now very visible,
with FY14 not just expected to be a strong year for
Navitas in the US, but for the entire International
student education market. The very low level of
earnings risk saw the valuation lifted, pushing up the
price target and giving Citi the confidence to lift its
recommendation.
Newcrest Mining (NCM) was upgraded to Outperform
from Underperform by Credit Suisse. The broker
factored in new gold and foreign exchange
assumptions and this lead to lower earnings and a
lower price target. Yet despite the cuts, Credit Suisse
noted the share price had come off more than enough
to offset the revisions. It was the fall in the share price
that saw the recommendation upgraded.
The not-so-good books
Boart Longyear (BLY) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by CIMB, to Sell from Neutral by Citi
and to Underperform from Neutral by BA-Merrill
Lynch. CIMB noted a new guidance was issued and it
was for an FY result below the bottom of the current
consensus range. The last downgrade was six weeks
ago at the AGM, leaving the broker to wonder
whether things have really become that much worse
in a month and a half. Earnings and dividend
forecasts were cut to bring them in line, the price
target was slashed and the recommendation pulled
back. The broker admitted it may have been a bit late
to the party, but it said it sees a real risk of a capital
raising if things get any worse. The broker also saw
almost no chance for upside in the near term,
predicting conditions will remain just as tough well
into FY14.

Two years of losses and no dividend is what Citi
pencilled in for FY13-14 post the update. There were
no numbers with the guidance downgrade, just
“below the bottom end of consensus”, and this had
Citi bemoaning the continued lack of earnings
visibility. The company has managed to restructure its
bank debt, so at least there is increased covenant
headroom, but Citi said that with demand still
deteriorating, balance sheet risk remains high.
FY13-15 earnings forecasts were cut between
30%-37% to better reflect the weaker demand
outlook. And with demand still worsening, balance
sheet risk elevated, and little in the way of near-term
catalysts, Citi said it was time to downgrade.
Regis Resources (RRL) was downgraded to Sell from
Neutral by Citi and to Hold from Buy by Deutsche
Bank. Citi analysts like Regis Resources, a lot. It’s
just they cannot see value at the present share price
level. Hence the decision was made to downgrade to
Sell. They seemed disappointed by the recent
production performance at Garden Well. The
operational disappointment filtered through to a cut in
the price target, EPS and DPS estimates.
Deutsche Bank noted June production was affected
by wet weather, resulting in poor ore availability and
lower grades. The Garden Well resource/reserve
update delivered a 30% increase to resource ounces,
but the reserve grade was reduced to 1.27g/t. Regis
has responded to the gold price fall with a reduced
dividend of 15c against prior expectations of 20c. On
Deutsche Bank’s estimates, the company can
maintain forward year guidance of a 60% of earnings
pay-out ratio. Regis was said to otherwise stand out
among peers for its cash generation.
Whitehaven Coal (WHC) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by CIMB. Whitehaven has
received final approval for Maules Creek construction.
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The broker said there is value in the stock on
longer-term assumptions for coal prices, but
near-term risks around funding and the coal outlook
were expected to place further downward pressure on
the share price. As a result of this, the rating was
downgraded and the price target reduced to $1.80
from $2.30.

The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Property activity slows, but doesn’t quite hibernate
by Penny Pryor
July is typically a slow month for residential real
estate, as buyers hide away during the cold months
of winter, waiting for the spring selling season.
And total auction numbers across the country were
down on Saturday with just under 1,000 auctions
across the capital cities (excluding Hobart) compared
to 1,548 the previous weekend. Despite this, the
weighted average clearance rate, as calculated by
RP Data for the capital cities, was not too shabby at
65.3% (see graph 1 below).

Sydney still recorded a strong clearance rate for the
weekend of 77.5% and Melbourne’s clearance rate,
as recorded by APM, was 66.3% (see table 1 below).
They compared to RP Data’s rates of 74.5% and
65.9%.

The same weekend a year ago was still showing very
low activity with less than 300 auctions across the
capital cities of Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and
Brisbane (see table 3 below).

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The updated APM numbers for the weekend of June
29 revealed over 300 properties sold at auction in
Sydney and nearly 400 in Melbourne (see table 2
below). A total value of $490.4 million was sold in the
two major capital cities.
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Understanding the new system for excess
superannuation contributions
by Tony Negline
From 1 July 2013, the excess contribution system will
change quite radically. To understand how the new
system will work, it is worth understanding how the
old system worked.
The old system
Here’s a brief summary of how the system worked
until 30 June 2013:
1. Super fund deducts 15% contributions tax for
concessional contributions (typically personal
contributions claimed as a tax deduction and
all employer contributions);
2. Super fund sends concessional and
Non-Concessional Contribution (NCC)
information to the ATO (for an SMSF, through
the annual return);
3. The ATO determines if a person has excess
concessional contributions (ECC);
4. The ATO adds any excess concessional
contributions to a taxpayer’s NCCs;
5. If applicable, the ATO sends a determination
to the taxpayer about excess concessional
contributions (ECCs);
6. The taxpayer has limited scope to appeal
against the ATO’s determination;
7. In limited circumstances, a taxpayer with up to
$10,000 of ECCs can request that 85% of
these contributions be refunded to the
taxpayer and taxed at their marginal rate, less
a 15% tax offset for the tax paid by the super
fund;
8. In all other cases, the taxpayer can pay this
penalty tax (31.5%) themselves or can send a
release authority to their relevant super fund,
who then pays 31.5% tax to the ATO;
9. The ATO determines if a person has excess
NCCs (after adjusting for any ECC refund);
10. Again, the taxpayer has limited scope to
appeal against the ATO’s determination;

11. Excess NCCs are then taxed at 46.5% and
this tax must be paid out of your super fund.
New system
In summary, the 2013/14 system will work in the
following way:
1. Super fund deducts 15% contributions tax for
concessional contributions in normal way;
2. Super funds sends concessional and NCC
information to ATO (for an SMSF, through the
annual return);
3. The ATO determines if a person has ECCs;
4. The ATO adds any ECCs to a taxpayer’s
NCCs;
5. If applicable, the ATO sends a determination
to the taxpayer about excess contributions;
6. The taxpayer has limited scope to appeal
against the ATO’s determination;
7. A taxpayer with ECCs can request that 85%
of these contributions be refunded by the
super fund to the taxpayer, and taxed at their
marginal rate less a 15% tax offset for the tax
paid by the super fund;
8. For the ECCs that remain in the super fund,
the ATO adds theses contributions to a
taxpayer’s taxable income and determines
how much tax they must pay, plus general
interest charge for the late payment of
personal income tax. This interest charge will
be calculated from 1 July in the year the
contribution is made until just before the tax is
due. (In effect, ECCs will be taxed at
marginal rates, not the highest marginal rate);
9. The ATO determines if a person has excess
NCCs (after adjusting for any refund of
ECCs);
10. The taxpayer has limited scope to appeal
against the ATO’s determination;
11. Excess NCCs are then taxed at 46.5% and
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this tax must be paid out of the super system
All up, this is quite a radical change and applies to
contributions made after June 2013. The $10,000
refund system – which the ATO no doubt spent
considerable money putting into place – will be gone
after only one financial year.
I have read that some superannuation commentators
have suggested that taxing ECCs at a taxpayer’s
marginal tax rate is a “game changer” and that
investors on moderate incomes, who don’t pay the
highest marginal rate, might now be encouraged to
make ECCs because they’re now taxed at a lower
rate.
Personally I don’t understand this view. ECCs will
form part of your taxable component – potentially
taxed if you take a super benefit out before age 60 or
death benefits are paid to non-dependants. It is
surely better to be paid salary, pay tax at your
marginal rate and make NCCs, because these form
part of your tax-free component, which is always
tax-free when taken out of your super fund.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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